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Frequeny ounts are a measure of how muh use a language makes of a linguisti unit, suh as a
phoneme or word. However, what is often important is not the units themselves, but the ontrasts
between them. A measure is therefore needed for how muh use a language makes of a ontrast,
i.e. the funtional load (FL) of the ontrast. We generalize previous work in linguistis and speeh
reognition and propose a family of measures for the FL of several phonologial ontrasts, inluding
phonemi oppositions, distintive features, suprasegmentals, and phonologial rules. We then test it
for robustness to hanges of orpora. Finally, we provide examples in Cantonese, Duth, English,
German and Mandarin, in the ontext of historial linguistis, language aquisition and speeh
reognition. More information an be found at http://dinoj.info/researh/oad .
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1 Introdution
The term funtional load is ustomarily used in linguistis to desribe the extent and
degree of ontrast between linguisti units, usually phonemes. In its simplest expression,
funtional load is a measure of the number of minimal pairs whih an be found for a
given opposition. More generally, in phonology, it is a measure of the work whih two
phonemes (or a distintive feature) do in keeping utteranes apart  in other words, a
gauge of the frequeny with whih two phonemes ontrast in all possible environments
 King (1967)
This paper desribes a method to measure how muh use a language makes of a ontrast to onvey
information, i.e. the funtional load (FL) of the ontrast.
The onept of FL goes bak to the 1930s. However, existing denitions are so limited that re-
searhers who want to measure FL often annot. For example, Pye, Ingram and List (1987) speak
of the need to make expliit a phonologial model of aquisition whih predits that hildren will
attempt to build phonemi ontrasts on the basis of maximal opposition within the language. They
go on to say :
We need a rigorous denition of maximal oppositions that speies the relative strengths
of dierent features within any language. . . . The frequeny of onsonants aross lexial
types is an imperfet guide to hildren's phonologial systems beause it refers to isolated
segments rather than oppositions.  Pye, Ingram and List (1987)
Ingram (1989) suggests a method of omputing FL, based on ounts of minimal pairs, but as
So and Dodd (1995) point out, it does not inlude other aspets of phonology that might on-
tribute, relatively, to the funtional loading of onsonants: vowel, syllable struture, stress and
tone.
The framework we propose does measure the FL of onsonant oppositions, and several other on-
trasts, while taking into onsideration word and syllable struture, stress and tone. The use of the
term `ontrast' in this paper is broader than standard, enompassing phoneme oppositions (binary
or not), distintive features (again, binary or not), suprasegmental features and even phonologial
rules suh as phoneme deletion in ertain ontexts. This permits researhers with the appropriate
orpora to answer questions like these:
• Is it more important to orretly hear the tone or the vowel in Cantonese?
• Does Hindi make more use of aspiration or voiing?
• How muh information is lost due to vowel redution in unstressed syllables?
3
• If seond-language speakers have trouble learning ontrasts that are not present in their native
language, e.g. the [l℄-[r℄ distintion in English for Japanese speakers, how badly o are they?
.
Setion 2 summarizes the history of FL in linguistis and related work in speeh reognition. Se-
tion 3 denes our FL measure and Setions 4 and 5 demonstrate the range of its appliability with
several examples. Setion 6 tests its robustness to the approximations required to ompute it. Se-
tion 7 is similar, investigating whether orpora that are not representative of ontinuous speeh,
suh as word-frequeny lists with itation form pronuniations and written frequenies, give usable
FL values. Setions 8 to 11 give detailed examples of appliations in linguisti typology, historial
linguistis, language aquisition and speeh reognition. Appliations ome with atual omputa-
tions with orpora for Cantonese, Duth, English, German and Mandarin. Setion 12 disusses the
interpretation of FL values, espeially in light of their being relative values rather than absolute.
As we have not managed to eliminate enough notation from them, readers may wish to skim Setion
3 and skip Setion 6 on a rst reading.
2 Previous Work
2.1 FL in the Linguistis ommunity
Languages use ontrasts of features to onvey information. The onept of `amount of use a language
makes of a ontrast' arose in linguistis early in the 20th entury, and the term funtional load for a
measure of it an be found in the writings of the Prague Shool (Mathesius, 1929; Trubetzkoy, 1939).
The term `ontrast' was nearly always taken to mean `binary opposition of phonemes'.
Martinet (1955) popularized the onept, positing it as an important fator in sound hange. This
has been disputed; a quantitative orpus-using study by King (1967) found no evidene for FL
playing a role in the ontext of phonologial mergers. But nding no evidene for X and nding
evidene against X are dierent things, and the reader interested in the debate is referred to Peeters
(1992), Lass (1980; 1997), and to the example in the ase of a reent merger in Cantonese in Setion
9.
Meyerstein (1970) notes, in his survey of the topi, that FL is easy to dene intuitively but hard
to dene preisely. The rst person to propose a formula for it was Hokett (1955). His formula
was only meant for the FL of the opposition of a pair of phonemes, say x and y, in a language L1.
The absene of this opposition reates a language Lxy just like L but with x and y ollapsed into a
single phoneme. For example, in Englishbp the verbs `bat' and `pat' have the same pronuniation.
Hokett assumed that any language ould be modelled by a sequene of phonemes, and its infor-
mational ontent represented by the entropy H of a language. (The denition and omputational
1
Wang (1967) generalized Hokett's denition to the opposition between elements of a set of phonemes.
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details of H are desribed in Setion 3. For now, we just need to know that H is the number of
bits of information transmitted by the language.) The loser H(L) and H(Lxy) are, the less the
information lost when the x − y opposition is lost from L, and hene the less the reliane of L on
it. Therefore he proposed :
FLHockett(x, y) =
H(L)−H(Lxy)
H(L)
(1)
The ruial part of the denition is the numerator, whih learly illustrates the notion of `Funtional
Load as Information Loss'. The denominator is a normalizing fator that makes it interpretable as
the fration of information lost when the opposition is lost.
Other denitions of FL were also proposed by linguists, some information theoreti e.g. Ku£era (1963)
and some not e.g. Greenberg (1959), King (1967).
2.2 Measuring onstrasts' use in the Speeh Reognition ommunity
Interest in FL among linguists waned after 1970. When it arose in a dierent guise in the auto-
mati speeh reognition (ASR) ommunity in the 1980s, nobody notied  in either ommunity.
Ironially, several linguists had previously predited that FL would be useful for ASR researh.
One reason that the onnetion was not spotted was due to the very dierent way the onept
originated in ASR. We now desribe this. It was thought possible to build broad-lass reognizers
for a language L that ould tell with very high auray that a stop (or friative or vowel or...)
had ourred, even if they ould not reognize exatly whih stop it was. The hope was that this
would be enough to reognize most words. What was required was a measure of how well suh a
reognizer worked, or at least an estimate of how well it would work one it was made.
Suh a reognizer ould be represented by a partition θ of phonemes whose lasses were the broad
lasses it reognized well. θ indues a partition Wθ of the set W of words in L. The elements of
Wθ are word lasses, or ohorts in the notation used by Shipman and Zue (1982). For example, if θ
is the vowel-glide-other partition, the words `yak', `yap', `wit', et end up in one ohort, the words
`hopping', `jotted', `fatten', et in another ohort, and so on.
Several measures were proposed for the eetiveness
2 e of a reognizer represented by a partition θ.
Sine larger ohorts are learly worse, Shipman and Zue (1982) proposed that eetiveness be mea-
sured by the average ohort size: e(θ) = 1|Wθ|
∑
C∈Wθ
n(C), where n(C) is the number of words in
ohort C. Huttenloher (1985) pointed out that this did not aount for word frequenies, and pro-
posed that e be the expeted ohort size: e(θ) =
∑
C∈Wθ
P (C)n(C). Note that P (C) =
∑
w∈C P (w)
is the probability that a random word is in ohort C, where P (w) is the probability of word w.
However, Carter (1987) noted that this did not adequately take into aount word frequenies. He
proposed that the expeted ohort entropy be used instead: e(θ) =
∑
C∈Wθ
P (C)H(C). Note that
2
The three proposed denitions summarized here all share the property that the higher they are, the worse the
reognizer is. To be pedanti, they measure ineetiveness rather than eetiveness.
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the entropy H(C) = −
∑
w∈C
p(w)
p(C) log2
p(w)
p(C) of ohort C is the unertainty in trying to tell apart
words in it; it is harder to do so when H(C) is higher.
It turns out that Carter's denition of e(θ), the expeted unertainty given that one an tell
whih ohort a word is in, is the same as the onditional entropy given the same onditions, i.e.
H(W |Wθ) = H(W )−H(Wθ). As this is not obvious, his diret proof of it is reprodued below for
ompleteness.
∑
C∈Wθ
P (C)H(C) = −
∑
C∈Wθ
P (C)
∑
w∈C
p(w)
P (C)
log
p(w)
P (C)
= −
∑
C∈Wθ
∑
w∈C
p(w) log p(w) +
∑
C∈Wθ
logP (C)
∑
w∈C
p(w)
= −
∑
w∈W
p(w) log p(w) +
∑
C∈Wθ
log P (C) · P (C)
= H(W )−H(Wθ)
Carter's nal measure was the Perentage of Information Extrated by θ:
PIE(θ) =
H(Wθ)
H(W )
100% (2)
1− PIE(θ) = H(W )−H(Wθ)
H(W ) looks very similar to (1); our framework inludes both as speial ases.
It is noteworthy that Carter does not ite Hokett's work, indiating that he was not aware of it.
3 Dening a framework
We assume that a language is a sequene of disrete units, and that the units an have a ompliated
struture.
3.1 Desribing units
A language L is a sequene LT of objets of type T, or T-objets. For example, phonemes are objets
of type phn. Eah T-objet x has a value v(x), whih is one of a ountable set ΦT of possible values.
For onveniene, we shall often make referenes to types impliitly, e.g. using L for LT and `objet'
instead of `T-objet'.
Types an be atomi or non-atomi. Non-atomi types are made using atomi types and/or other
non-atomi types. If T is non-atomi, then a T-objet x is made of a positive number, say n, of ompo-
nents x1, . . . , xn, whih are objets of type T1, . . . , Tn. Its value v(x) is the n-tuple 〈v(x1), . . . , v(xn)〉
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of the values of its omponents, and must be one of Πnj=1ΦTj . The set ΦT of all possible values a
T-objet an take is ∪∞n=1Π
n
j=1ΦTj .
Two T-objets x and y are equal i (if and only if) they have the same value, i.e. v(x) = v(y). If T
is atomi, it is lear what this means. If T is non-atomi, then v(x) = v(y) i they have the same
number of omponents and v(xi) = v(yi) ∀i = 1, . . . , n.
There are several ways in whih non-atomi types an be formed; we make use of only two. In
the rst, and usual ase, the number and types of omponents in a T-objet depend only on its
type. (Thus we an assoiate omponents with types, rather than with objets.) T-objets all have
the same number, n(T), of omponents, and have one of the values in ΦT = Π
n(T)
j=1ΦTj . The seond
ase is for type string<T>, where the number of omponents an be any positive integer, but all
omponents are of the same type, T.
For example, we ould use the following system to represent a human language as a sequene of
words. A word is an objet of type wrd, with two omponents, one of type syl and another of type
mea. mea is an atomi type representing `meaning'
3
. A syllable is an objet of non-atomi type
syl, and has two omponents, of type string<phn> and str. phn is an atomi type representing
phonemes, while str is an atomi type representing stress. If the language was tonal, syllables ould
have a third omponent for tone.
More examples are given in Setion 4.
3.2 Desribing ontrasts and their absene
It is not intuitively lear how to dene a ontrast in a language. One reason for this is that ontrasts
are better desribed by their absene than by their presene. Suppose c is some ontrast in language
LT. There are several ways to dene the proess by whih c is removed from LT; we hoose one that
works objet by objet.
Consider the set ΦT of possible values of T-objets. In the absene of ontrast c, some of the
values will beome indistinguishable from other values. Equal in the absene of c is an equivalene
relation that indues a partition, all it θc, on the set ΦT of possible values of T-objets. For example,
suppose English is represented as a sequene of phonemes (T = phn, LT = English) and c is the
voiing ontrast. Without voiing, phonemes like [t℄ and [d℄ sound idential, as would [s℄ and [z℄,
or [f℄ and [v℄, et. This is represented by the partition θvoicing whose only equivalene lasses with
more than one element are {p,b}, {t,d}, {k,g}, {s,z}, {f,v}, {S,Z}, {T,D} and {Ù,}.
Just as c denes θc, so does any partition of ΦT dene a ontrast, i.e. c ↔ θc. We thus dene
a ontrast in a language LT to be any partition of ΦT. Notationally, this means we an drop c
from our notation, and just use θ to represent a ontrast. θ, being a partition of ΦT, is impliitly
parametrized by T. We will nd it useful to identify θ with the funtion gT,θ : ΦT → θ, where gT,θ(v)
is the equivalene lass of v in θ.
3
This paper never goes beyond phonology, so we do not ever use suh a type.
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Let us return to the question of what happens when a ontrast θ disappears from LT. A new
language LTθ is reated, whih is a sequene of Tθ-objets. Tθ is a new type that is dened to be
just like T in its omponent struture, but its possible values are equivalene lasses in θ. Therefore:
ΦTθ = θ (3)
As already mentioned, the funtion onverting LT to LTθ operates objet by objet. In other words,
every T-objet x in LT is replaed by a Tθ-objet with value gT,θ(v(x)). Note that beause of (3),
gT,θ is a funtion from ΦT to ΦTθ as well.
Examples of ontrasts are given in Setion 5.
3.3 The funtional load of a ontrast
A language LT is a sequene of T-objets. If we assume that LT is generated by a stationary
ergodi proess, whih we also all LT, then its entropy H(LT) is well-dened, being the entropy
of its stationary distribution. The entropy of a distribution D over a ountable set is H(D) =
−
∑
i pi log2 pi, where pi is the probability of the i-th member of D. Note that pi log2 pi is taken to
be zero if pi = 0.
We dene the funtional load of a ontrast θ in LT as
FLT(θ) =
H(LT)−H(LTθ )
H(LT)
(4)
In pratie, we assume that the stationary ergodi proess is a very speial proess, namely a (n−1)-
order Markov proess, whih we denote by LT,n. This means that the probability distribution on
the value of a T-objet depends on the preeding n− 1 T-objets. The entropy of LT,n, whih is the
entropy of the distribution of n-grams of T-objets, is an n-th order approximation to that of LT
that improves as n beomes larger; Shannon (1951) proved that H(LT) = limn→∞H(LT,n).
We may want to bear in mind a passing omment by Hokett (1967). He suggested that nite n
might atually be more appropriate for languages, as artiulatory onstraints prevent the formation
of innitely long utteranes. Pereptual mehanisms lump phonemes into ohesive units, suh
as syllables or words, when presented with long utteranes. In priniple, lumping never stops;
sequenes of words get lumped into sentenes, and so on. How far the assumption of generation
by a stationary, ergodi Markov proess an be taken is not known.
We dene the n-th order approximation to the funtional load of ontrast θ in LT as
FLT,n(θ) =
H(LT,n)−H(LTθ , n)
H(LT,n)
(5)
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Note that taking T = phn gives Hokett's formula (1) while taking T = wrd, with n = 1 xed, gives
Carter's formula (2).
The parameters of LT,n must be estimated using a nite sample of its outputs, i.e. a nite sequene
of T-objets. This nite sequene is alled a orpus. We denote by
∧
H (LT,n;S) the entropy of the
proess LT,n when its parameters are estimated using orpus S. N , the number of T-objets in
S, and the struture of ΦT, determine how large n an be made before sparse sampling problems
beome an issue.
There are several ways of nding the estimate
∧
H (LT,n;S) from S. We used the lassial method
of normalized ounts of n-grams in S. Suppose c(u1 . . . un) is the number of times u1 . . . un (eah
ui ∈ Φ) appears as a ontiguous subsequene of S. Dene a probability distribution Dn over n-grams
by p(u1 . . . un) =
c(u1...un)
N−n+1 . Then
∧
H (LT,n;S) :=
1
n
H(Dn).
To illustrate, onsider a toy language L represented by a sequene of toy-objets with Φtoy =
{a,b,}. The orpus to be used is S =`abaaaaabbaabab'. Say n = 2. The distribution
D2 of toy bigrams in S is (aa 2), (ab 4), (a 3), (ba 3), (bb 1), (b 0), (a 3), (b 0), ( 2).
H(D2) = −
2
18 log2
2
18 −
4
18 log2
4
18 − . . .−
2
18 log2
2
18 = 2.7108. So
∧
H (Ltoy,2;S) =
1
22.7108 = 1.3554.
This means that our estimate of the n-th order approximation to the funtional load of a ontrast
θ in LT is
∧
FLT,n (θ;S) =
∧
H (LT,n;S)−
∧
H (LTθ ,n; gT,θ(S))
∧
H (LT,n;S)
(6)
For onveniene, we will often write FLT,n,S(θ) for
∧
FLT,n (θ;S).
Let us return to the toy example. If we do not make use of the b/ opposition, any ourrene of
b or  in the orpus S =`abaaaaabbaabab' is taken to be an ourrene of the same symbol,
whih we all, say, d. The orresponding partition θbc of Φtoy is {{a}, {b, c}} ≃ {a, d} = Φθbc . The
onverted orpus gtoy,θbc(S) reads `adaddaaddaaddadadad'. The distribution of toyθbc bigrams is
(aa 2), (ad 7), (da 6), (dd 3) and the resulting entropy 1.8016. Plugging these values in (6) gives
∧
FLtoy,2 (θbc;S) =
2.7108−1.8016
2.7108 = 0.335, meaning that the b/ ontrast arries over a third of the
information in S  when n is 2.
Clearly, there are two nuisane parameters here, n and S. In setion 6, we investigate how muh
dierene the hoies of n and S makes. We nd they do not make as muh dierene as might be
feared, possibly sine the entropies in the numerator and denominator 'anel out'. However, they
are still ertainly an issue to keep in mind, and a few remarks on them are in order.
Most linguists, when speaking of phonologial rules, usually assume n = 1, going to n = 2 for a
few rules involving word boundaries. This is both beause many rules don't go beyond two word
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boundaries and beause it is onvenient to do so. In other words, the approximations we make here
are no worse than those usually made by linguists.
That the hoie of S makes a dierene is lear; the entropy of a text an even be used to distinguish
between authors (Kontoyannis, 1997) writing in the same language. We suspet, without proof, that
FL is more robust than entropy to hanges in S, sine FL normalizes entropy both additively and
multipliatively.
4 What types to use for human languages
4.1 Non-tonal languages
In the alulations for Duth, English, and German in Setion 8, we used four types, for phonemes,
stress, syllables and words. The rst two types are atomi. All ΦT dier with language; the examples
given here are for English.
• Objets of type phn, whih we all phonemes for onveniene, take values in Φphn = {[p℄,[t℄,[k℄,. . .,[æ℄,[i℄,[I℄}.
• str-objets take values in Φstr = {primary, seondary, unstressed}.
• syl-objets (syllables) have two omponents; n(syl) = 2. The rst is of type string<phn>
and the seond of type str. Two syllables with values 〈miN,unstressed〉 and 〈miN,primary〉
are not equal, sine although their phonemi omponents are equal, their stress omponents
are not.
• wrd-objets (words) have a single omponent, of type string<syl>.
4.2 Tonal languages
In the alulations for Mandarin and Cantonese in this hapter, we used the same setup as for the
non-tonal languages, bar two hanges. First, of ourse, the sets of possible values (Φphn, Φwrd, et)
dier with language. Seond, syllables have an additional omponent for tone, of atomi type ton.
In Mandarin, for example, the set of possible tonal values is Φton = {high level, rising, low level,
falling, no tone}.
Of ourse, alloating tones to syllables is an idealization, sine tone sandhi and oartiulation our
in ontinuous speeh. An example of the former, due to Chao (1968), is with the words `yi', `qi',
`ba' and `bu' whih have high, high, high and falling tone in isolation
4
. In ontinuous speeh they
all have falling tone unless they are followed by a falling tone, in whih ase they have a rising tone.
Suh ases are preditable in that they ould be orreted for with orpus pre-proessing. However,
we did not orret for them.
4
These words are written in Pinyin. They mean `one', `seven', `eight' and `no' respetively in English.
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Figure 1: Comparing the FL of 276 onsonant pairs using phoneme unigrams and syllable unigrams,
in the Swithboard orpus. The orrelation is 0.942.
Regarding oartiulation, Xu (1993) found that Mandarin speakers identify the tones presented
in the original tonal ontexts with high auray. Without the original ontext, however, orret
identiation drops below hane for tones that deviate muh from the ideal ontours due to oarti-
ulation. When the original tonal ontext is altered, listeners ompensate for the altered ontexts as
if they had been there originally. These results are interpreted as demonstrating listeners' ability to
ompensate for tonal oartiulation. While this justies our idealization to a large extent, bear in
mind that the ompensation for oartiulation is by no means perfet, partiularly where adjaent
tones `disagree' (Xu, 1993; Xu, 1994).
4.3 Extensions required
The model of phonology used in this paper is more general than lassial strutural phonology.
However, one may well ask how we ould make use of more sophistiated models suh as autoseg-
mental phonology (Goldsmith, 1976), espeially sine a omputational framework for it already
exists (Albro, 1993).
We are not sure how this an be done. However, we have some suggestions, whih involve making
omponents orrespond to tiers. We need to assume that there is some overall (i.e. over all tiers)
unit that no objet in any tier ever straddles. For example, in a language where a tone an be
assoiated with vowels in dierent words, suh a unit would have to be stritly larger than a word.
Even so, taking it to be a word still permits several phonologial rules to be represented as ontrasts
(see Setion 5.4). Among the details we have yet to sort out is how to represent assoiation lines
between tiers.
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5 Examples of ontrasts
In Setion 3.2, any partition of ΦT denes a ontrast in a language represented as a sequene of
T-objets. This allows us to use the word `ontrast' in a more general sense than is standard, as the
examples in this setion show. These examples make use of the types dened in Setion 4.
5.1 Phoneme oppositions
Nearly all previous work on FL, in both linguistis and speeh reognition, has been on phoneme
oppositions, espeially binary.
Suppose a language is a sequene of phonemes. Almost any phoneme opposition an be represented
by a partition θ of Φphn with the opposition being that between phonemes in the same equivalene
lass of θ. For example, the binary opposition of phonemes x and y is represented by θ being the
partition with just one non-singleton equivalene lass, {x, y}.
More generally, if the opposition is between phonemes in set A ⊆ Φphn then we an take θ to
be the partition of Φphn with A as one equivalene lass and all other lasses with one phoneme
eah. A = {x, y} is, of ourse, the binary opposition ase of the previous paragraph. Note that
the ontrast here is `distinguishing between phonemes within A', not `distinguishing phonemes in
A from phonemes not in A'. Table 5 has some examples.
Even more generally, if the opposition is between phonemes in several pairwise-disjoint sets of
phonemes, take θ to be the partition dened by these sets. For example, if the opposition is between
onsonants and between vowels simultaneously, take θ to be the two-lass partition of onsonants
and vowels. FL(θ) then represents the information lost when one an tell whether a onsonant or
vowel has ourred, though not whih vowel or whih onsonant.
This is all very well if T is in fat phn. But what if the objets are syllables or words? In this ase, we
make use of inheritane aross types. For example, if T = syl, sine syllables have a string<phn>
omponent, any partition of Φphn indues a partition of Φsyl. Similarly, if T = wrd, sine words have
a string<syl> omponent, any partition of Φphn indues a partition of Φsyl whih in turn indues
one of Φwrd. Thus partitions of Φphn are ontrasts whether the objets are phonemes, syllables or
words.
This is better explained if we use gT,θ instead of θ. Reall from Setion 3 that gT,θ is the funtion
onverting the original language LT to the ontrast-less language LTθ by sending all T-objets with
values in the same equivalene lass of θ to a Tθ-objet with the same value. For example, suppose,
one again, that the ontrast is between phonemes in some set A and that T = phn. For any
phoneme p ∈ Φphn,
gphn,θ(p) =
{
A if p ∈ A
p if p 6∈ A
(7)
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For onveniene, we abuse notation by mapping p to itself, rather than to {p}, if p 6∈ A.
Now, suppose T = syl and θ is the same partition of Φphn. Syllables have a omponent of type
string<phn>; for onreteness, suppose they have only one other omponent, of type str. Thus,
a typial syllable is an ordered 2-tuple 〈p1 . . . pm, s〉, where eah pi ∈ Φphn and s ∈ Φstr. Now we
have
gsyl,θ(〈p1 . . . pm, s〉) = 〈gphn,θ(p1) . . . gphn,θ(pm), s〉 (8)
Notie that until now, θ had to be a partition of ΦT. However, now T = syl, but θ is a partition of
Φphn. This is not a ontradition, but merely systemati abuse of notation, sine any partition of
Φphn naturally indues a partition of Φsyl.
If θ′ is another partition of Φstr, represented by a funtion hstr,θ′ , then θ and θ
′
applied simultane-
ously result in a ontrast represented by a funtion taking 〈p1 . . . pm, s〉 to 〈gphn,θ(p1) . . . gphn,θ(pm), hstr,θ′(s)〉.
5.2 Distintive Features
By distintive feature, we refer to harateristis used to distinguish phonemes, suh as aspiration,
voiing, plae, manner, et. Distintive features do not have to be binary.
Any distintive feature an be represented by a partition θ of Φphn whih has two or more phonemes
in the same lass i they would be merged in the absene of the feature. For example, if voiing
were lost in English, θ is θvoicing in Setion 3.2, where [t℄ and [d℄ are in one equivalene lass, [s℄
and [z℄ in another, [S℄ and [Z℄ in another, et, with all other phonemes in their own lasses.
Most well-studied languages have several possible organizations of its phonemes and distintive
features
5
Any organization an be used, as long as one is speied. What we mean by organization
is best explained by example; we used the organizations in Tables 2 and 3 for Mandarin, Duth,
English and German to get the FL of dierent features in eah language in Table 4.
5.3 Suprasegmental ontrasts
Suppose we model a language by a sequene of syllables, with eah syllable having a stress ompo-
nent. Sine any partition of Φstr indues one of Φsyl by inheritane, any partition θ of Φstr is a
ontrast. This remains the ase if we model a language by a sequene of words where words have a
string<syl> omponent, sine any partition of Φsyl indues one of Φwrd.
To nd the FL of stress, use the partition of Φstr with a single lass ontaining all stress values.
This is equivalent to not having any information about stress at all.
5
The number of organizations is a monotonially inreasing funtion of the number of studies of the language.
The nature of this funtion requires, though not neessarily deserves, further study.
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Suppose we were dealing with a language like English with dierent kinds of stress, and we wanted
to nd out how importane it was to be able to distinguish primary from seondary stress. Then
we would use the partition {{primary,seondary},{absent}} of Φstr. If we wanted to nd out
how importane it was to distinguish seondary stress from no stress at all, we would use {{pri-
mary},{seondary,absent}} instead.
If we were modelling a tonal language, with syllables having a tonal omponent, then everything
above said for stress would apply to tone, with tonal ontrasts represented by partitions of Φton.
For instane, to nd the FL of tone, use the 1-lass partition of Φton.
5.4 Phonologial rules
In all the previously desribed ontrasts, the onversion from T-objet to T-objet was absolute, i.e.
it happened in every situation where it ould happen. Sometimes, we would like the onversion to
our only in ertain situations.
For example, if we wanted to nd the funtional load of vowels when T = syl, we would take θ to be
the partition of Φphn whose only non-singleton equivalene lass was V , the set of vowels. Dening
gphn,θ as in (7), we would write, as in (8)
gsyl,θ(〈p1 . . . pm, s〉) = 〈gphn,θ(p1) . . . gphn,θ(pm), s〉
Now, suppose we wanted to represent the ontrast of vowel redution, i.e. of not being able to
distinguish between vowels in unstressed syllables. This means that every vowel is replaed by a
single vowel plaeholder, but only if the syllable ontaining it is unstressed. In other words, the
mapping is now:
gsyl,θ(〈p1 . . . pm, s〉) =
{
〈gphn,θ(p1) . . . gphn,θ(pm), s〉 if s is unstressed
〈p1 . . . pm, s〉 if not
where
gphn,θ(p) =
{
V if p is a vowel
p if p is not a vowel
(9)
Some phonologial rules in linguistis t in this framework very niely. For example, epenthesis of
[t℄ in the onsonant luster [n_s℄ in English is represented by the funtion
gsyl,θ(〈p1 . . . pm, s〉) =
{
〈p1 . . . pi[t]pi+1 . . . pm, s〉 if pi = [n] & pi+1 = [s]
〈p1 . . . pm, s〉 if not
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In this ase, θ orresponds to the partition of Φsyl where two syllables are in the same equivalene
lass i gsyl,θ maps them to the same value. Thus the syllables [kænts℄ and [kæns℄ end up in one
lass, [lIns℄ and [lInts℄ in another, and so on. If T = wrd instead, then words like `tense' and 'tents'
would end up in the same lass, `mine' and `mints' in another, and so on.
5.5 The ontrast of a single phoneme
At rst, it makes little sense to speak of the funtional load of a single phoneme. After all, phonemi
oppositions require at least two phonemes to be in opposition.
A lue to how to proeed is given by Ingram (1989), who states that the FL of [D℄ in English must
be low beause we ould hange all English /dh/ into [d℄'s and still ommuniate. He was referring
to the fat that /dh/, whih is the most frequent onsonant in English, does not intuitively seem to
be most relied-upon onsonant.
More generally, the question to be asked is `how an a phoneme disappear from a language?' Some
phonemes, like [h℄ in Cokney English, disappear. Others vanish by merging with other phonemes,
e.g. [n℄ with [l℄ in Cantonese. The merger need not be absolute, i.e. with the same phoneme
everywhere, of ourse.
We dene the ontrast of a single phoneme to be the phonologial rule by whih the phoneme disap-
pears from the language. Therefore FL(x) is the FL of the phonologial rule for the disappearane
of phoneme x.
Unfortunately, the proess by whih a phoneme disappears an rarely be predited before it, if it
ever does, disappears. What is needed is a omprehensive survey of how a given phoneme has
disappeared from various languages in the past. Suh a survey would be able to answer hypotheses
like 'does /h/ ever disappear by a proess other than deletion?', or `do phonemes only merge with
phonemes that share the same plae (phonemes with seondary artiulations being onsidered as
having two plaes of artiulation)?'
Our urrent working denition for FL(x), in the ase of disappearane-by-merger, is as follows.
Suppose x an only potentially merge with phonemes in a set S(x) of phonemes `similar' to it, and
that the probability that it merges with phoneme y ∈ S(x) is P (x, y). Then
FL(x) =
∑
y∈S(x)−x
P (x, y)FL(x, y)
This an be interpreted as the expeted FL of x, taken over possible absolute mergers. Alternatively,
it an be interpreted as the FL of the proess where x merges with phonemes in S(x), merging with
dierent phonemes in dierent environments suh that P (x, y) is the proportion of environments
where x merges with y.
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Figure 2: Comparing Funtional Load values for 28 pairs of obstruent onsonants using unigram
syllable (horizontal axis) and word based omputations. Both are based on the CELEX lexion.
The left plot is for pairs from {p,t,k,b,d,g,Ù,}; the orrelation is 0.927. The right plot is for pairs
from {f,v,T,D,s,z,S,Z}; the orrelation is 0.611. Both plots are to the same sale; the horizontal axis
is from 0 to 0.010 while the vertial is from 0 to 0.003.
6 The robustness of the measure
6.1 Measuring robustness
We would like to speak of FLT(θ) without referene to the parameters n and S. This annot be
done if we expet any two possible measures to give the same absolute value for any ontrast. For
example, for most ontrasts θ,
∧
FLT,n (θ;S) will be larger than
∧
FLT,n+1 (θ;S) beause larger n-grams
apture more information. Instead we wish them to give the same `relative' values, to be highly
preditable from eah other.
We dene measures FL1 and FL2 to be onsistent for a set Θ of ontrasts i there is a onstant
γ12 suh that FL1(θ) = γ12FL2(θ) ∀θ ∈ Θ.
In pratie, we an only hope for FL1(θ) ≈ γ12FL2(θ). Bearing in mind that what is important
is not the value of γ12 but its existene, we dene αΘ(FL1, FL2) to be the linear (Pearson's)
orrelation between values FL1(θ) and FL2(θ), when θ is taken over all values in Θ. In other
words,
αΘ(FL1, FL2) =
1
|Θ|
∑
θ∈Θ
Z(FL1(θ))Z(FL2(θ))
Note that Z(FLi(θ)) =
FLi(θ)−µi
φi
, where µi =
1
|Θ|
∑
θ∈Θ FLi(θ) and
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φ2i =
1
|Θ|−1
∑
θ∈Θ(FLi(θ)− µi)
2
.
The maximum, ideal, value of αΘ is 1. We do not know how high it must be for FL1 and FL2 to
be onsistent in general, though we have rules of thumb for spei ases.
This setion gives evidene for the onsisteny of
∧
FLT,n (θ;S) and
∧
FLT,n′ (θ;S
′) for dierent n, n′ > 0
and orpora S, S′. This restrition in the interpretation of FL still allows it to be useful, as desribed
in Setion 12.
6.2 Testing Proedure
Unless otherwise speied, we will restrit ourselves to a limited olletion of ontrasts, namely
binary oppositions. These are very ne ontrasts (i.e. the partition of Φphn they rely on is almost
the nest possible) and onsisteny for them is indiative of onsisteny for other ontrasts.
Suppose that Φ0 ⊂ Φphn is a subset of phonemes, and ΘΦ0 is the set of all ontrasts that are
binary oppositions of pairs of phonemes in Φ0. For example, if Φ0 = {w, x, y, z}, then ΘΦ0 is
{θwx, θwy, θwz, θxy, θxz, θyz}. For onveniene we dene αΦ0(FL1, FL2) to be αΘΦ0 (FL1, FL2). All
orrelations reported here are extremely signiant, having p < 10−5 unless reported otherwise.
Our rule of thumb is that FL1 and FL2 are onsistent over Φ0 if αΦ0(FL1, FL2) > 0.9.
While our testing was only done with English orpora, results should hold for other languages. The
orpora used were CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrok and Gulikers, 1995) and Swithboard (Godfrey, Holliman and MDaniel, 1992).
CELEX is essentially a word-frequeny list with eah word having a itation form pronuniation
and the frequeny with whih it appears in the 16 million word (24 million syllables) Birming-
ham/COBUILD orpus of British English. Swithboard (SWB) is a large 240-hour speeh orpus,
but we used the small but extra-arefully transribed ISIP subset of it
6
, whih has 80 000 phonemes
in 36 500 syllables in 2 hours of spontaneous telephone speeh by Amerian English speakers.
6.3 Consisteny for dierent n
For any xed T, orpus S, Φ0 ⊆ Φ, we want αΦ0(FLT,m,S , FLT,n,S) to be as lose to 1 as possible
for any positive integers m,n. Table 1 shows its value when T = phn, S is Swithboard, Φ0 onsists
of all onsonants (values for vowels are higher) and 1 ≤ m,n ≤ 5. The orrelation dereases with
|m− n| but remains high throughout.
Similar results are found when T = syl; αconsonants(FLsyl,1,SWB, FLsyl,2,SWB) = 0.945. However,
sparsity onerns about the small size of Swithboard made values of FLsyl,n,SWB for n > 2 suspet
and larger values of n were not tried.
For T = wrd, we used frequeny and sequene information from the Brown orpus and pronunia-
6
Our thanks to the researhers at Mississippi State who have made this subset freely available at
www.isip.msstate.edu/projets/swithboard
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1 2 3 4
2 0.985
3 0.956 0.988
4 0.928 0.961 0.988
5 0.878 0.906 0.947 0.978
Table 1: The orrelation αconsonants between FLphn,n,Switchboard for dierent n.
tion information from CELEX. We then omputed FLwrd,n,Brown−CELEX values for 200 randomly
generated partitions of Φphn, for n = 1, 2, 3, and found that the orrelation was over 0.95 in eah
ase.
We onlude from this that taking n = 1, i.e. estimating FL with unigrams, is adequate for many
purposes. In the rest of this paper, n is 1 if not speied.
6.4 Consisteny for dierent orpora
For any xed type T, n > 0, and Φ0 ⊆ Φphn, we want αΦ0(FLT,n,S , FLT,n,S′) to be as lose to 1 as
possible for dierent orpora S, S′. Taking advantage of the results of Setion 6.3, we assume n = 1.
We deal with syl objets. The orpora in question are Swithboard and CELEX. Note that
stress information was removed from CELEX for this omparison, sine Swithboard syllables
do not have stress information
7
. αconsonants (FLsyl,SWB, FLsyl,CELEX) = 0.826 while αvowels
(FLsyl,SWB, FLsyl,CELEX) = 0.730. Interestingly, some onsonants fare better than others:
αobstruents (FLsyl,SWB, FLsyl,CELEX) = 0.920 while αnon−obstr. cons.ts (FLsyl,SWB, FLsyl,CELEX)
is 0.762. More details of this experiment are in Setion 7.
Although entropy is known to be very orpus dependent, it appears that the normalized dierenes
in entropy are more well-behaved. This is ertainly the ase when obstruents are involved, in whih
ase FL alulations are robust. Other ontrasts require further work, though the omputation of
their FL is robust enough for many purposes.
6.5 Consisteny for dierent objets
Objet type is a neessary parameter when omputing FL. Intuitively, we expet some onsisteny
for dierent types, but not in the same way as for n and S, and therefore inonsisteny aross
dierent types indiates interesting word struture patterns. In other words, omparisons of FLT,n,S
and FLT′,n,S, for dierent T and T
′
, ould prove to be a useful tool for linguisti analysis.
We ompare phn and syl, for n = 1 and S =SWB. In this ase, αconsonants (FLphn, FLsyl) = 0.942,
7
Gina Levow informed us that syllables are marked with stress in another subset of Swithboard. However, this
was after the alulations in this paper were done.
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whih is very high. The orresponding values for αvowels is even higher. The surprise here is that
FLphn is based on phoneme unigrams, i.e. how many times eah phoneme appears, and thus makes
no use of ontext.
We ompare syl and wrd with n = 1 and S =CELEX. Here, ontext turns out to be more important;
αvowels (FLsyl, FLwrd) is 0.752 and αobstruents (FLsyl, FLwrd) is 0.716. Interestingly, the latter
gure really has two parts (see Figure 2) sine αstops+affricates is 0.927 while αfricatives is 0.611
(p = 0.001). We do not know why this is so, nor why the latter gure (again) has two parts, with
α higher for voied friatives than unvoied.
7 Computing FL with non-ideal data
Robust FL omputation means we an nd usable FL values for languages for whih inadequate data
is available. For example, there are relatively few orpora that are manual phoneti transriptions
of `the language as spoken'; this is partiularly true for languages for whih there are few or no
native speakers. On the other hand, word-frequeny pairs, with itation form pronuniations of
words and frequenies based on written texts, are easier to nd. To see if we an aurately estimate
FL using word-frequeny pairs, we look at the CELEX vs Swithboard alulations of Setion 6 in
more detail. These orpora represent opposite ends of several spetrums, whih makes for a good
test. The dierenes between them are summarized here:
• Swithboard and CELEX reet dierent dialets, Amerian and British respetively, of En-
glish.
• The frequenies in CELEX are mostly based on written soures.
• As CELEX gives word-frequeny lists, all syllabiations in it are word-internal or at word
boundaries, unlike Swithboard.
• CELEX reets a muh (>600 times) larger orpus than Swithboard.
• CELEX gives itation form pronuniations for eah word. 30% of words also have other
pronuniations, but there is (unsurprisingly) little information on how often eah other pro-
nuniation is used. The word-frequeny list we extrated from CELEX assigned a single
pronuniation to a word. This was the itation form exept when other pronuniations were
available, in whih ase we took the most ommon olloquial form.
• Eah syllable in CELEX is marked as having one of three types of stress: primary, seondary
and none. The syllable in monosyllabi words has primary stress. Syllables in our Swithboard
data are not marked with stress. To make syllables omparable, the stress omponent was
removed from the CELEX syllables.
At rst sight, it would seem that we should ompare FLwrd,CELEX with FLwrd,SWB. But this
requires making the sorts of assumptions (syllables don't ross word boundaries, same pronuniation
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eah time) about Swithboard as for CELEX, the very assumptions we wish to test. To get an idea
of what words look like in ontinuous speeh, onsider the ARPABET-transribed SWB sentene
below. Syllables are within square brakets and interphoneme silenes have been removed.
[l ay℄ [k ih n℄ [ao℄ [g ix℄ [s w eh℄ [n eh r℄ [iy℄ [b aa℄ [d iy℄
[z aa n℄ [v ey℄ [k ey℄ [sh ih℄ [n er℄ [s ah m℄ [th ih ng k℄ [w iy℄
[k ix n℄ [d r eh℄ [s el℄ [l el℄ [m ao r℄ [k ae℄ [zh w ax l℄
The atual sentene is Like in August when everybody is on vaation or something we an dress a
little more asual. Notie how often syllables ross word boundaries.
Even if we weaken the restrition so that words are pronouned in a limited set of ways, it is hard
to draw the line on what `limited' means. Therefore, we shall instead ompare FLsyl,CELEX with
FLsyl,SWB. Then αΦ0(FLsyl,SWB, FLsyl,CELEX) is 0.730, 0.826 and 0.920 for vowels, onsonants,
and obstruents respetively.
We onlude that non-ideal orpora an give results onsistent with ideal orpora that are very
representative of speeh for ontrasts that involve onsonants, partiularly obstruent onsonants.
8 An appliation in linguisti typology
Labial Alveolar Alv-pal Retroex Lateral Velar
Stop p {p
h
} [m℄ t {t
h
} [n℄ k {k
h
} [N℄
Ariate ts {ts
h
} tC {tC
h
} tù {tù
h
}
Friative f s C ù () x
Approximant l
Table 2: Feature values of onsonants in Mandarin. Columns have dierent Plae lasses and
rows dierent Manner lasses. Aspirated onsonants are in braes {}, voied in parentheses () and
nasalized in square brakets [℄. Note that  is a voied friative in Mandarin, not an approximant.
w and j are absent as they were treated as vowels.
When omparing dierent languages, one often nds laims suh as language X makes more use of
suh-and-suh-a-ontrast than language Y. Quantifying FL allows one to answer several questions
harder than `Does Xhosa make more use of liks than Frenh?' The most detailed questions, of
ourse, require omputations to be even more robust than they are at the moment.
This setion has omputations of FL for Duth, English and German from CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrok and Gulikers, 1995)
and for Mandarin based on the TDT3 Multilanguage Text Version 2.0 orpus of transriptions of
Voie of Ameria Mandarin broadasts. In all ases alulations were based on word-frequeny pairs,
with itation form pronuniations for the former and frequenies from mostly written orpora. The
Mandarin word for VOA was exluded from the word-frequeny pairs.
Eah syllable in the three European languages has a stress omponent. Φstr = {primary, seondary,
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unstressed} for English and {present, absent} for German and Duth. Syllable stress information
was not available for Mandarin in our orpus, though of ourse tonal information was. Therefore
Mandarin syllables had just two omponents, of type string<phn> and ton.
Some of our alulations will involve distintive features for onsonants. We use the distintive
features Plae, Manner, Nasality, Voiing (for Duth, English and German) and Aspiration (for
Mandarin). All but the rst two are binary features. We arrange the features in a hierarhial
sheme that is a muh simplied version of that proposed by Ladefoged (1997). Features do not
have to be speied for eah phoneme, e.g. Nasality is only speied for stops. Table 2 shows our
arrangement of Mandarin features while Table 3 shows that for English, Duth and German. Note
the following in the latter :
Labial Den Alveolar P-A Lat Pal Velar Uvu Glo
Approx. v r l j w
Friative f (v) T (D) s (z) S (Z) ç x (G) (K) h
Ariate pf ts Ù()
Stop p (b) [m℄ t (d) [n℄ k (g) [N℄
Table 3: Feature values of onsonants in Duth, German and English that are used in CELEX.
Columns have dierent Plae lasses and rows dierent Manner lasses. P-A stands for Post-
Alveolar, Den for Dental, Lat for Laterals, Pal for Palatals, Uvu for uvular and Glo for Glottal.
• The exat plae of several phonemes is dialet dependent, e.g. [r℄ and [x℄ in Duth.
• The dentals [T℄ and [D℄ are present in English only.
• The rhoti [r℄ is in English and Duth only, [K℄ in German only.
• Duth does not have the velar approximant [w℄, but instead the labial one [v℄.
• Only Duth has phoneme [x℄.
• Only some borrowed words in Duth have [g℄.
• The palatal [ç℄ ours in only German and some borrowed English words.
• The ariates [pf℄ and [ts℄ are only found in German.
• The ariate [Ù℄ is not found in Duth.
• CELEX does not ode for a voieless uvular friative in Duth or German, though the IPA
does (IPA Handbook, 1999).
Table 4 has FL values for the features dened above, while Table 5 has FL values for several sets of
phonemes. The following onlusions an be drawn :
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Feature Partition (non-singleton lasses) Syllables Words
Aspiration
Mandarin p
h
p t
h
t ts
h
.ts tC
h
.tC tù
h
.tù k
h
k 16.7 2.7
Voiing
Duth pb fv td sz SZ kg xG 30.2 3.1
English pb fv TD td sz Ù SZ kg 23.3 4.5
German pb fv td sz Ù SZ kg 20.7 1.1
Plae
Duth wlj fsShx GvzZ ptk bdg mnN 67.1 11.4
English rljw fTsSçh vDzZ ptk bdg mnN 72.5 20.1
German ljw fsSçh vzZ ptk bdg mnN Ù.pf.ts 60.5 12.6
Mandarin ptk p
h
t
h
k
h
mnN ts.tC.tù ts
h
.tC
h
.tù
h
fsCxù 65.0 14.2
Manner
Duth wfp bv st dz sh Z xk gG 27.1 4.5
English fp bv rst dz SÙZ wk jç 39.2 11.4
German fp.pf bv st.ts dz SÙ Z wk jç 27.4 8.0
Mandarin fp t.ts.s tC.C tù.ù kx 33.7 6.4
Nasality
Duth bm dn gN 15.2 1.5
English bm dn gN 11.6 3.3
German bm dn gN 15.5 1.8
Mandarin pm tn kN 8.0 3.1
Tone
Mandarin High.Rising.Low.Falling.Absent 107.5 21.3
Stress
Duth Present.Absent 25.7 0.7
English Primary.Seondary.Absent 26.9 0.1
German Present.Absent 34.2 0.2
Table 4: Funtional Load of several distintive features in four languages. The seond olumn
desribes the non-singleton lasses in the partition used to obtain the FL value for a partiular
distintive feature in a language. All values should be multiplied by 0.001. Phonemes represented
by more than one harater are separated from others using a period, e.g. the rst Manner lass
for German has three phonemes : [p℄, [f℄ and [pf℄.
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• Tones in Mandarin arry far more information than Stress in the non-tonal languages. When
word information is added, the FL of Stress in the latter drops to almost nothing, while
that for Mandarin remains very high, having a far larger FL than Manner or Plae. In
fat, as shown in Table 5, the FL of tone in Mandarin is omparable to that of vowels (see
Surendran and Levow (2003) for more details). This emphasizes the lexial role Tone plays in
Mandarin, a role learly not played by Stress in the non-tonal languages.
• Consonants have a higher FL than vowels.
• With respet to the way we have organized distintive features, Plae has a higher FL than
Manner. However, onsider also the more spei ase of alveolars and friatives. The former
have a very high FL in English (as notied in Pisoni et al (1985)), Duth and German, over
twie as high as that of friatives despite the similar number of phonemes in the two sets. But
distinguishing between alveolars involves working out Manner while distinguishing between
friatives involves Plae.
• FLwrd is always lower than FLsyl. This is to be expeted, sine knowledge of words and word
boundaries is additional information available to the listener that an be used to make up for
deienies elsewhere.
• All four languages plae omparable amounts of FL on Plae, Manner and Nasality. Whether
there is anything universal about this remains to be seen. There ertainly does not appear to
be any universal along the lines of stops having a higher/lower FL than friatives. On a side
note, the latter values may be useful tools when studying lenition in historial linguistis.
• Mandarin makes far more use of ariate oppositions than German or English.
9 An appliation in historial linguistis
Suppose we wish to investigate Martinet's hypothesis (Martinet, 1955) that FL plays some role in
phoneme mergers. To do this properly, several examples of mergers are neessary, with appropriate
orpora for eah ase. This is hard to get. However, we do have one example that we an use to
illustrate the method of investigation.
As desribed by Zee (1999), [n℄ has merged with [l℄ in Cantonese in word-initial position in the last
fty years. We used a word-frequeny list derived from CANCORP (Lee et al, 1996), a orpus of
Cantonese hild-adult speeh whih has onveniently oded [n℄ and [l℄ as they would have ourred
before the merger. Merging only in word-initial position, we omputed FLwrd(n,l), whih is a
ompletely meaningless value by itself. We therefore also omputed FLwrd(x,y) for all onsonants
in Cantonese, and found that FLwrd(n,l) was larger than over 70% of them. That tells us that the
[n℄-[l℄ ontrast did have a high FL before the merger.
Table 6 shows FLwrd(n, x) for all word-initial onsonants x. The results are lear, and rather
startling. Of all the onsonants [n℄ ould have merged with, it merged with the seond `worst'
(in an optimal sense) hoie! This result adds weight to those of King (1967), the only previous
orpora-based test of Martinet's hypothesis.
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Phoneme set Partition Syllables Words
Vowels
Duth 125.5 51.5
English 133.0 48.5
German 161.3 42.2
Mandarin 91.0 22.1
Consonants
Duth 335.8 192.5
English 309.8 176.4
German 335.6 153.8
Mandarin 234.7 80.5
Labials
Duth pbmfvw 36.5 8.7
English pbmfv 25.2 5.9
German pbmfv.pf 23.0 3.6
Mandarin p
h
pfm 10.0 1.8
Alveolars
Duth tdsznlr 101.5 37.5
English tdsznrl 98.2 41.5
German tdsznl.ts 89.3 22.7
Mandarin t
h
t.ts
h
.ts.sn 24.7 7.5
Velars
Duth kgNxG 20.6 0.8
English kgNw 6.7 1.3
German kgNw 5.5 0.1
Mandarin k
h
kxN 8.8 1.4
Nasals
Duth mnN 12.0 2.0
English mnN 11.5 2.8
German mnN 14.4 4.4
Mandarin mnN 16.2 3.1
Friatives
Duth fvrszSZxh 39.1 7.8
English fvTDszSZçh 39.6 17.8
German fvrszSZçh 53.2 14.1
Mandarin fsCxù 20.7 5.1
Ariates
English Ù 0.8 0.1
German Ù.pf.ts 0.7 0.0
Mandarin ts
h
.ts.tC.tC
h
.tù.tù
h
25.1 5.1
Stops
Duth ptkbdg 56.3 10.8
English ptkbdg 43.3 10.6
German ptkbdg 50.1 4.5
Mandarin p
h
t
h
k
h
ptk 29.3 6.2
Table 5: The FL of several sets of phonemes in four languages. The seond olumn desribes the
non-singleton lasses in the partition orresponding to eah set and language. All values should be
multiplied by 0.001.
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x l ph th kh p t k w ts
FLwrd(n, x) 9.0 2.8 0.7 3.4 0.1 1.4 7.0 0.4 0.3
x tsh m h f s N khw kw j
FLwrd(n, x) 4.8 9.1 2.5 2.3 2.2 1.1 0 0.0 3.7
Table 6: Funtional load values of the opposition of [n℄ with other onsonants in Cantonese before
it merged with [l℄ in word-initial position. Values omputed with the CANCORP orpus, n = 1 and
T = wrd. Values should be multiplied by 10−4.
10 An appliation in hild language aquisition
As mentioned early in the paper, there has been a need in this eld for a omprehensive FL measure
for some time. A major question is what fators aet the age at whih hildren aquire sounds in
the language. This has been investigated reently by Stokes and Surendran (2003) for onsonants
in three languages.
The frequeny of a sound is not a onsistent (aross languages) preditor of when a hild start to
use it. For example, they nd that frequeny orrelates very signiantly with age of aquisition in
Cantonese hildren, but the orresponding orrelation for English is not signiant at all. In fat,
the most ommon onsonant in English speeh is /D/, whih is among the last hildren aquire.
On the other hand, the frequeny of a phoneme is not the only measure of its importane to the
language. One an estimate the FL of a phoneme as well, as desribed in Setion 5.5. Reall that
FL(x) =
∑
y∈S(x)−x P (x, y)FL(x, y), where S(x) is the set of `similar' phonemes to x, and P (x, y)
is the probability that x merges with y.
Stokes and Surendran (2003) nd that when x is a onsonant, if S(x) is taken to be the set of
onsonants with the same plae and laryngeal setting, and P (x, y) is proportional to the frequeny
of y, then the FL of a phoneme is signiantly orrelated (p < 0.05) to age of aquisition in the
three languages they hek, namely Cantonese, English and Mandarin. This makes a lot of sense
if hildren nd if easier to get plae and laryngeal setting (voiing, aspiration) right than manner.
Note that age of aquisition refers to initial appearane of a sound in the hild's phoneti inventory,
not how the hild uses it in its phonemi system after that.
11 Appliations in automati speeh reognition
FL has, of ourse, already been used in the ASR ommunity by Carter (1987); the work of Shipman and Zue (1982),
Huttenloher (1985) and Kassel (1990) should also be mentioned.
That syllables in English an be represented as a sequene of phonemes plus a stress omponent,
the ost of whose removal an be omputed, is nothing new. Extending this to tonal languages in
the natural way is a simple step, but it has not been, to our knowledge, been taken before, and
has already produed (see Surendran and Levow (2003)) the important result that an ASR system
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for Mandarin that does not try to identify the underlying tone of a syllable an only work as well
as one that does identify tone but does not identify vowels! Rephrasing PIE as FL might sound
superial; but even if rephrasing does not result in additional answering power, it an result in
additional question-asking power.
In any ase, our FL framework is an extension rather than a simple rephrasing. For example,
detailed analyses of a phonetially-based ASR system an throw up problems that it would be
useful to know the importane of  if they are not important, they an be ignored. Suppose an
ASR system often errs in deiding whether there is or is not a [j℄ before a high vowel. A deision is
taken to always ignore the presene of suh a [j℄ (or alternatively, to impose its presene even when
absent)  how muh information will be lost by doing so? By nding the FL of suh a ontrast,
whih is represented by the rule below, researhers an make a better informed deision.
gsyl,θ(〈p1 . . . pm, s〉) =
{
〈p1 . . . pi−1pi+1 . . . pm, s〉 if pi = [y] & pi+1 ∈ {high vowels}
〈p1 . . . pm, s〉 if not
12 Interpreting FL values
A serious-looking limitation of FL values is that they are relative rather than absolute. However,
this still allows them to be used in several appliations. One example is orrelation analysis, sine
corr(X,Y ) = corr(aX, Y ) and corr(log(X), log(Y )) = corr(log(aX), log(Y )) for any a > 0. So if
we want to see if there is any orrelation between FL, or log FL, and some other parameter, we an
do so with relative FL values.
Another way to interpret FL values is omparing them with other FL values omputed the same way.
For example, in Setion 8 we wanted to see how important tones were in Mandarin, and got some
number for FL(tones). Knowing the importane of identifying vowels, we ompared FL(vowels)
with FL(tones). The loseness of the values showed that tones were at least as important as vowels
in Mandarin.
13 Conlusion
A language makes use of ontrasts to onvey information; we have proposed and empirially tested
a framework for measuring the amount of use. Further statistial tests and improvements of the
measure are required, but we believe several linguisti questions an already be moved from the
realm of desription and speulation to testable hypotheses.
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